
Natural Stone



Natural Cleft Bluestone $ 

- This means it has a more natural texture to the surface 

- Can be dry laid or wet laid  

- Gives a natural look like it has always been there 

- More price efficient since it takes less work to cut/make 

- Can get it in all different sizes 

 

This photo shows “Full Range” bluestone which means there are varying colors giving it 

a more natural look 

 

 

 

 



Thermal Bluestone $$ 

- This means it is very smooth and it can also be called sawcut 

- Can be dry laid or wet laid  

- Wont stub your toes 

- Easier to shovel snow off in the winter, you wont have snow getting stuck in the 

texture (as it would for natural bluestone) 

- Can get it in all different sizes 

 

This photo shows “Blue Blue” or “True Blue” bluestone where all bluestone will in the 

same blue/grey range of color 

 

 

 



Bluestone Treads: $$ 

- These can be used as a cap for retaining walls/steps/border for patio  

- Usually always come in “Blue Blue” or “True Blue”. Meaning a dark grey/blue 

consistent color  

- Usually always come with a “sawcut finish” meaning the sides are straight cut. If 

customer would like them rockface that would be an additional charge 

- Selling Point: this gives a uniform cap vs having smaller caps to make up a stair 

tread/cap 

- Can get them in all different sizing. Length varies by foot and width usually varies 

by 2”. The height of these will always be 2” 

 

 

 

 

 



Limestone Treads: $ 

- Come in a more sandy/beige color. Tend to be more porous than bluestone 

- Can be used as a cap for retaining walls/steps/border for patio 

- Can get them in all different sizing. Length varies by foot and width usually varies 

by 2”. The height of these will always be 2” 

- Selling Point: Cheaper than bluestone. Usually always comes with one side 

rockface to give a more nature look like the photo below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Travertine $$$ 

- Can be dry laid or wet laid  

- Good for around pools as it does not get very hot. There are several different 

colors you can get 

- Not ideal for outdoor use as it is very porous and could crack during the 

freeze/thaw period of winter 

 

 



Irregular Flagstone or Bluestone $$ 

- Can be dry laid or wet laid  

- Very unique looking and has all different sizes  

- It can vary slightly in heights of the stone(s) since it is natural  

- Joint width can vary to accommodate different looks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Brick $$$ 

- Can be dry laid or wet laid  

- Has different finishes (refurbished, smooth, destressed, etc.)  

- Many creatine design options and patterns  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cobbles (Belgium Block) $$$ 

- Can only be wet laid  

- Does has uneven elevations due to it being a natural stone  

- More so used for driveways and aprons, but can be used for walkways 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fieldstone $$$ 

- Provides a rustic and natural finish  

- There is more of an unevenness to it compared to other stones  

- They are much larger/thicker than Flagstone  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Antique Granite Wall Stone $$$$ 

- Can be dry stacked or used with mortar 

- Large size differences and generally rectangular in shape 

- Can be used for steps too  

 

 

 

 

 



Fieldstone Walls $$ 

- Can be dry or wet laid 

- Has rounder stones worked in a pile and more tumbled edges  

- Has more tans and beiges with small hints of grey  

 

 

 

 

 



PA Fieldstone 1”-3” $ 

- Have a darker color usually and stones are more rounded on the edges 

- Good for a boarder around plant beds or tree circles, dry laid 

- Would not recommend going higher than 12” as it is dry laid and may buckle over 

time 

- Good alternative to giving a natural look verses using a standard retaining wall 

block 

- Is always sold by the pallet. Color and sizes vary in the pallet and usually range 

from grey/beige/greenish blue color 

 



 

Colonial Wall Stone 1”-3” $$ 

- Good for a boarder around plant beds or tree rings, dry laid 

- Would not recommend going higher than 12” as it is dry laid and may buckle over 

time 

- Good alternative to giving a natural look verses using a standard retaining wall 

block 

- Is always sold by the pallet. Color and sizes vary in the pallet and usually range 

from light grey-beige 

- Have a snapped finish making it look cleaner and more organized 

 


